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“I didn’t know you carried that!”

Caulk EZ Tooling Aid
#60691   2.5 oz.

Phone: 800-448-6710
Fax: 800-700-2378 
www.bestplumbingonline.com

Sometimes finding the 

right repair parts can be difficult; 

we make it easy! 

Don’t forget to ask about our 

Best Customized Assortment Boxes! 

Get A Perfect Bead in a

Fraction of the Time,

Without the Mess!

Just spray on and wipe off. 

Caulk won’t smear or stick to your

hands or any adjacent surfaces.

No stains - even on paint.

Adjacent surfaces will remain

paintable. Non-flammable, 

odorless, and water-based 

(no oil). Will not harm caulk or 

adjacent surfaces. Works on all

caulks and any surface. One can

covers over 400ft of caulk! Fits in

your shirt pocket.

18" nylon strap holds cords,
hoses and odd-shaped items up
to 50lbs. Adjusts to 4 positions.

Hang Up Adjustable Strap
#69602  

CAULK

Apply a thin bead
of caulk.

SPRAY

Mist bead, holding
nozzle 4 to 6 inches
from surface.

WIPE

Smooth caulk, using
finger or caulk 
finishing tool with
medium pressure.

Use multiple adjustable strap hang
ups to hold larger items such as 
ladders. Open up space as well as
organize your work area. 



Master Anchor w/ Offset
#10949

Phone: 800-448-6710  
Fax: 800-700-2378 
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Featured Item #2
Black Cold Weather Gloves
#10382   Large

#10383   X-Large

Did You Know Best Carries?

The first work glove to provide warmth, comfort,
and full dexterity. Ideal for nearly any job 
performed in a cold environment while handling
the most delicate or toughest tasks.
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Fernco 4" Wax-Free Toilet
Install Seal
#55527  

p. 5-12

Great for mounting Brackets

for partitions. Never Loosens!

Installs in ALL Hollow Walls in

just minutes. Rated up to 300

lbs. in drywall. Handles vector

forces 360°. Objects can be

easily removed or replaced.
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Notes:

No need for flange risers or stacked wax rings,
Clean-No messy wax, Easy-No fuss 1 piece
design, Quick- 2 steps to install, Fits 4" drain
pipes and all floor types, Seals on raised floors,
wood, linoleum and carpet. Can also be used on
wall-mounted toilets! Udder Cream

#90009
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Protective Hand Lotion,

Greaseless, stainless, water-

based moisturizer. Softens dry

rough skin.

Heating Cable
#18883   6 ft.

#18889   24 ft.
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Designed to prevent water line

freeze up. Ready to install,

grounded cord and plug, 

thermostat controlled, with pilot

light. UL and CSA approved.
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Big Stretch Caulk
#61616  Gray
#99090190  White
#99170754  Almond
#99300277  Slate Gray
#99283215  Dark Brown
#99320113  Iron Stone
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Works where other caulks fail. Seals windows,

siding and mortar joints without cracking, even

when movements occur. Paintable and stainable.

Spans gaps up to 2 inches.

Everseal Translucent
Adhesive Caulk
#61671
A versatile, hard-setting, one part

adhesive specially designed for a

wide variety of industrial sealing.

Up to 2000 lbs of tensile strength.

Reseals and is paintable. Insulates

and deadens sound.


